EVERY REGION HAS ITS MATCHLESS IDENTITY - GOVIND GAUDE

Panaji, September 21, 2019
Bhadra 29, 1941

The Minister for Art and Culture Shri Govind Gaude said different languages, Costumes, religion, caste and creed similarly geographical identities make our nation exceptional and great. Every region has its matchless identity. Each region maintain its tradition and culture which make our nation unique and famous for its principle “Unity in Diversity”.

Speaking further Shri Gaude said that Rural artistes plays a major role in conserving traditional art forms and its credibility. The Minister was speaking at concluding function of Ganeshtotsav Mandal Priol, Ponda at a function organized by Art and Culture Department in association with west zone cultural centre Udaipur.

Ganehotsav Yatra 2019 was organized from September 7th to 13, 2019 where in teams of artistes from Goa, Gujrat, Manipur Rajasthan, Asam, Zarkhand, all together 110 artistes participated in this yatraa and performed at various places in Goa such as Ponda, Cuncolim, Shiolim, Bicholim, Sankhalim, Karapur, Morjee, Netrawali, Merces, Mhapusa and Priol.

Minister for Art and Culture felicitated all the artistes by presenting traditional lamp on the occasion.

Dy. Director Art and Culture Shri Ashok Parab, Programme Officer- west Zone Cultural Centre Udaipur Shri Nimraj Singh, Bhumika Kumari, Priyol Sarvajanik Ganeshtotsav Mandal Chairman Shri Ashok Gurav, Secretary Shri Abhijit Naik, ZP member Shri Shivdas Gaude, Panch Member Shri Mangaldas Priyolkar and folk artiste Smt. Nayana Priolkar were present on the occasion.
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